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Schedule a Customized Demonstration. 
EMAIL info@ccssltd.com.
Learn More about CCSS Solutions. 
VISIT www.ccssltd.com. 
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A One-Way Ticket to Performance Degradation
The bad news is that all IT environments experience problems. For 
many IBM® i shops, time consuming SLAs and reports, poor response 
times, high CPU and inadequate historical information can conspire 
to adversely affect system performance. When even small problems 
gather momentum, managers can find they’re on the fast track to a 
systems disaster. The really bad news is that poor system performance 
will directly affect the organization’s ability to operate effectively.  In 
short, your problem just became everyone else’s problem. 

Destination Downtime
Downtime: a truly stressful, exhausting, expensive place where 
nothing works and nobody likes you. This black hole of productivity, 
profitability and excuses is no place for an IBM Power Systems™ or 
System i™ Manager to visit for any length of time. Not just a looming 
threat on the horizon, the consequences of ending up here are all 
too real. 

Get Back in the Driving Seat and Regain Control 
The good news is that there is a solution. The great news is that 
it will help to eradicate your systems management and reporting 
problems immediately and even save you money in the long term. 
Whether you manage a single system or a sophisticated LPAR network, 
achieving and sustaining the best possible performance and 
availability will undoubtedly top your priority list. A system that 
runs optimally is one that is cost-efficient, so the first step is to 
regain control of the network with a central view of system perfor-
mance and a pro-active approach to system threats, resolving any 
problems before they escalate and planning sufficiently for future 
needs by closely analyzing past performance trends. Achieving all 
this could be as simple as installing QSystem Monitor, designed by 
the IBM i performance monitoring experts, CCSS.

Total Performance Management
Designed for the IBM i operating environment, QSystem Monitor 
allows you to monitor virtually any component of your system 
including job status and performance, memory pool performance, 
system performance, LPAR, system configuration, objects, ASP’s, 
IOP utilization, communications performance and status, and various 
applications. With rich functionality, QSystem Monitor has the 
ability to help even the most challenging IBM i environment 
become pro-active and easy to manage.

IBM i Performance Specialists
QSystem Monitor is already helping some of the world’s leading 
organizations manage their IBM i environment. Especially favored by 
international banking, manufacturing, outsourcing and pharmaceutical 
industries, customers who currently rely on QSystem Monitor include 
ABSG, Les Schwab Tire Centers, Nationwide Mutual Insurance Co., 
Phillips Van Heusen Corp., and Siemens Healthcare.

Solution Integration
QSystem Monitor can be used as a standalone solution or in conjunction 
with QMessage Monitor, the proactive message management solution, 
and QRemote Control, the remote management solution. 

System Monitoring 
Pro-actively manage your IBM i server for optimum 
performance.

Network Monitoring
Verify network components are performing correctly 
and available.

Job Monitoring
Ensure that critical jobs are active and performing correctly.

DASD & IFS Monitoring
Ensure your DASD is being used efficiently.

Availability Monitoring
Prevent downtime! Ensure all systems remain available 
24-7.

Cache Battery Monitoring
Monitor the life of your cache batteries in real-time.

History Analysis & Forecasting
Graphical analysis and forecasting, essential for SLA 
compliance. 

Job Accounting
Track resource usage for total accountability. 

Customized Graphical Reports
Ideal for SLA audit and capacity planning. 

Application Monitoring 
Monitor IBM WebSphere® MQ, Vision Mimix®, BRMS.

PTF Accuracy Check
View PTFs installed on your systems & partitions. 

High Availability Monitoring
Monitor the lag and lead of your HA solution in real-time.

Enterprise Management Interface
Escalate critical information via SNMP traps to cross-
platform solutions

Graphical User Interface
Customize the advanced graphical console.

Learn More
www.ccssltd.com/products/qsystem-monitor
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